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Abstract – Securing group applications usually requires a 

pre-established private group key, which can result as the 

output of a Group Key Transfer protocol (GKT). Some of 

the recent GKT protocols lack a security analysis and 

hence are susceptible to simple attacks. We analyze three 

such protocols and remark vulnerabilities that allow an 

adversary to make group members accept distinct group 

keys or even gain no key at all. The attacks remain hidden 

(until the end of the protocol execution), which prevents 

players to immediately ask for re-execution.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Group applications like text communication, video 

conferences, data sharing or collaborative tasks are widely 

used today. Securing such applications is a challenging 

task, especially when the group size is large and the 

members are spread across different locations and use 

diverse protection mechanisms.  

To achieve security, most protocols follow a key 

establishment phase, which grant all users a common secret 

session key that is subsequently used to achieve the main 

goals of secure communication: confidentiality, 

authentication and integrity.  

The key can be obtained as the output of a Group Key 

Transfer (GKT) protocol. In a GKT protocol, a privileged 

party called the Key Generation Center (KGC) selects a 

fresh group key and securely distributes it to the other 

parties; the initiator of the protocol might sometimes play 

the role of the KGC. 

Secret sharing  - a cryptographic method to split a secret 

into multiple shares that are then distributed to the 

participants via secure channels such that only authorized 

subset of participants can reconstruct the secret - are widely 

used as building blocks of GKT protocols. Examples 

include the protocols of Harn and Lin [1], Hsu et al. [2] and 

Yuan et al.[8], which we will refer to later in this paper. 

A. Motivation and Personal Contribution 

Many papers published in the last years introduce GKT 

protocols based on secret sharing that lack security proofs. 

The omission of security analysis leads to a high 

probability to discover vulnerabilities. Table 1 exemplifies 

some attacks on recent protocols.  

In this paper, we analyze the possibility of theoretical 

attacks against the three the protocols in Table 1. The 

attacks permit an adversary to make distinct users end up 

with different keys or no key at all.  We can call our attacks 

Denial of Service (DoS) because the user will not be able to 

benefit of the service that requires the common secret key. 

In addition to traditional DoS attacks (which flood the 

resource or restrict communications), our attacks remain 

hidden until the end of the protocol execution (i.e. the KGC 

or any other user do not realize the attack is taking place). 

First, we recall the active insider attack against Hsu et al.’s 

construction from [5] that makes distinct users accept 

different group keys; the values of these keys are not 

random, but chosen by the adversary, on his own wish. The 

vulnerability is caused by an authenticity flaw that permits 

the attacker to impersonate the initiator.  

Second, we introduce two attacks against Harn and Lin’s 

and Yuan et al.’s protocols that restricts users to obtain the 

group key, while the KGC (or the initiator of the session) is 

unaware of this fact. 

 

 
TABLE 1. Attacks against Group Key Transfer Protocols  

 

Protocol Attacks 

Harn and Lin  (2010) [1] 
Replay Attack [3] 
Man-in-the-Middle [9] 

Hsu et al. (2012) [2] Active Insider Attack [5] 

Yuan et al. (2013) [8] 
Replay Attack [4,6] 
Active Insider Attack [4,6] 
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B. Outline 

The paper is organized as follows. Next section contains 

the preliminaries. Section III presents three attacks 

mounted agianst recent GKT protocols.  Last section 

concludes. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

A. Group Key Transfer – Goals and Security 

GKT protocols rely on a trusted entity called Key 

Generation Center (KGC) to select a key and privatly 

distribute it to the qualified (or authorized) users. The KGC 

can an insider (a group member) or an outsider (a non 

group member) . 

To securerly distribute the key to the parties, the KGC first 

shares a long-lived key with each group member (e.g.: a 

symmetric key or password) during the Users Registration 

Phase. The long-lived key will be later used for multiple 

protocol executions, hence once the player is registered he 

can participate to several sessions.  

The KGC is trusted by all participants as honest in the 

sense that it selects a fresh key (a uniformly random value 

that has not been used before) and does not reveal the key 

to unqualified parties. Key confidentiality assures that the 

key remains hidden for all unauthorized (group of) parties, 

even if the protocol runs for multiple sessions. 

Although key confidentiality guarantees that unqualified 

members cannot obtain the group key, it does not assure 

that the qualified parties have actually computed the correct 

key or any key at all. For example, an attacker can ruin key 

consistency such that at the end of the protocol distinct 

users own different keys. This leads to a Denial of Service 

(DoS) attack in the sense that the victim cannot benefit of 

the resources or services that require the key. A similar 

DoS attack prevents the victims to learn any key at the end 

of the protocol; the attack is successful when it remains 

hidden (i.e. the iniator belives the victim has the key, while 

the victim is unaware that the protocol took place) - 

otherwise, any party could abort and ask for re-execution. 

In this paper, we review an attack  against Hsu et al.’s GKT 

that ruins key consistency in the sense that the victim will 

accept an incorrect key and introduce two attacks against 

Harn and Lin’s and Yuan et al.’s constructions that 

prevents the victim to know the protocol is taking place and 

hence learns no key at all.  

 

B. Secret Sharing 

Secret sharing represents a mechanism that splits a secret 

into multiple components (called shares) such that the 

secret can be recovered from authorized (or qualified) sets 

of shares, while it remains (perfectly) hidden for 

unauthorized (or unqualified) sets of shares. A secret 

sharing scheme consists of three steps:  

1. Sharing Phase: a dealer splits the secret into 

multiple shares; 

2. Distribution of shares: the dealer securely sends 

one or more shares to each party; 

3. Reconstruction: a qualified set of parties combines 

their shares to recover the secret. 

The most popular secret sharing scheme is Shamir’s [7]: a 

dealer generates a t -degree polynomial )(xf such that 

Sf =)0( , where S  is the secret to be shared; the dealer 

securerly distributes )(if to the user iU ; during 

reconstruction phase, any 1+t users can recover S  by 

Lagrange interpolation. 

Secret sharing schemes are widely used as building blocks 

of cryptographic protocols in general and  GKT in 

particular. All three protocols we analyze in this paper 

make use of secret sharing; two of them (Harn and Lin’s 

protocol [1] and Yuan et al.’s protocol [8]) are based on 

Shamir’s scheme.  

C. Notations 

We introduce next the notations we will use for the rest of 

the paper. 

Let },...,{ 1 mUU  be the set of all possible users, 

},...,{ 1 tUU  the subset of authorized participants to a 

given session with the KGC or 1U  as initiator (after a 

possible reordering), )(MSig
iU  the signature of iU  on a 

message M , 
iUVer  the corresponding public verification 

and 21,, hhh  collision-resistant hash functions.  

We consider },...,{ 2 ma UUU ∈  to be an active attacker, 

other than the initiator, whose goal is to break key 

consistency or prevent users to gain the common group key 

(the initiator has no interest in ruin the protocol; besides, 

for ia UU =  the attack is trivial). We denote by X
R

←  

a uniformly random choice from a specified set of values 

X , ||  string concatenation and 
*

→A  a broadcast 

message originating from A. 

Finally, let }1,...,2,1{*
−= pZ p  be the usual notation for 

the multiplicative group of order prime p  and G  a 

multiplicative group (of prime order p  or composed order 

pqn = , depending of the context). For simplicity of 

exposure, we do not explicitly specify each time the group 

where the computation takes palce, since it is clear from 

the context. 

III. DENIAL-OF-SERVICE ATTACKS AGAINST GKT 

PROTOCOLS 

The current section describes three attacks against recent 

GKT protocols: an active insider attack against Hsu et al.’s 

protocol introduced by Olimid [5] that allows a qualified 



 

 

user to make distinct users end up with different keys and 

two attacks on Harn and Lin’s, respectivelly Yuan et al.’s 

constructions that prevents users to gain access to the group 

key. All the attacks remain hidden until the end of the 

protocol execution and therefore prevents users to ask for 

re-execution. 

We allow the adversary to be active, in the sense that it has 

full control over the communication channel: aU  can 

eavesdrop on the communication channel, modify message 

content, prevent messages from reaching their destination 

and inject new messages of his own choice. 

We also assume secure communication during registration 

to avoid long-lived key lekage and hence trivial win.  

A. Attack against Hsu et al.’s Protocol 

Fig.1 describes Hsu et al.’s construction in detail [2]. The 

protocol assumes that the Discrete Logarithm Problem 

(DLP) is hard in the multiplicative group G  (i.e. given 

isk

i gpk =  it is computationally infeasible to compute 

miski ,...,1, = ) and that Computational Diffie Hellman 

(CDH) holds (i.e. given ipk  and jpk  it is 

computationally infeasible to compute 

jimjig jisksk
≠= ,,...,1,, ).   

Unlike the majority of GKT protocols, the construction 

does not inquire an online KGC - the  initiator 1U  

performs this role. 

 

 

Initialization. Let G  be the multiplicative cyclic group of 

order p , with g  as generator, where p  is a large safe 

prime (i.e. 
2

1
'

−
=

p
p is also a prime); 

 

Users Registration. Each user miU i ,...,1, = owns a 

pulic-private key pair ),( ii skpk  s.t. isk

i gpk = in G ; 

 

Round 1. User 1U : 

1.1. chooses 
*

1 p

R Zr ← ; 

1.2. sends a key generation request: 

),},,...,({ 111

*

1 pkrUUU t→  

Round 2. Each user tiU i ,...,2, = : 

2.1. chooses 
*

p

R

i Zr ← ; 

2.2. computes 
1

1

rrsk

i
iipkS = a shared secret with 1U and 

);,( 1rShAuth ii =  

2.3. broadcasts: 

),,(*

iiii AuthpkrU →  

 

Round 3. User 1U : 

3.1. computes tipkS
rrsk

ii
i ,...,2,11 == ; 

3.2. checks if tirShAuth ii ,...,2),,( 1 == ;  

If at least one equality does not hold, he quits; 

3.3. chooses the group key 
*

p

R Zk ← , splits each secret 

iS  into two parts iii yxS ||= and computes 1−t  values 

ii TkK −= , where )),(( rxvyT iii =  is the inner 

product of the vectors ∑
=

−
=

t

j

j

j

iiii exyxvy
1

1)(  s.t. 

)0,...,1,...,0(=je  with 1 on position j , ti ,...,2= and 

),...,( 1 trrr = ; 

3.4. computes  

),...,,,...,,,...,,( 211 ttt KKrrUUkhAuth = ; 

3.5. broadcasts: 

),...,,( 2

*

1 tKKAuthU →  

 

Key Computation. Each user tiU i ,...,2, = : 

4.1. computes the inner product )),(( rxvyT iii = and 

recovers the group key ii KTk += ; 

4.2. checks if  

),...,,,...,,,...,,( 211 ttt KKrrUUkhAuth =  

If the equality does not hold, he quits. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Hsu et al.’s Group Key Transfer Protocol [2] 

We showed in [5] that Hsu et al.’s protocol is susceptible to 

an attack mounted from inside. The adversary succeeds to 

make different authorized users accept distinct keys and 

therefore breaks key consistency: any qualified user 

},{, 1UUUU aii ∉  (except the initiator) computes a key 

ik  that has been chosen in advance by the adversary. 

Fig.2 reveals the attack. It is self-contained and hence we 

omit other comments. We only emphasize that the user iU  

is unable to reveal the attack during the protocol execution: 

iU  recovers the correct value iT  and computes the group 

key as 
'

iii KTk += . The verification holds in the Key 

Computation phase, because the attacker was able to 

compute iAuth  based on his own choice for ik . Hence, 

iU considers ik  to be the correct group key.  

We remark that aU  can mount the same attack 

simultaneously against multiple users to induce each one a 

different key. More, the adversary’s identity remains 

hidden, which allows him to attack several times, without 

being detected and excluded from the group. 



 

 

 

Step 1. aU  is qualified to participate to a protocol session 

and hence he computes the key: 

aa KTk +=  

Step 2. aU  intercepts the broadcast message sent in Round 

3 of the protocol and prevents it from reaching 

},{, 1UUUU aii ∉ ; 

Step 3. aU  eavesdrops on iK and computes: 

ii KkT −=  

Step 4. 
aU  chooses a key ik , computes the corresponding 

value iii TkK −=
'

 and authenticates his selection as 

),...,,...,,,...,,,...,,( '

211 titti KKKrrUUkhAuth =  

Step 5. aU  sends: 

),...,,...,,( '

2 tiia KKKAuthUU →  

Step 6. iU  recovers the correct value iT , computes the 

group key 
'

iii KTk +=  and checks that  

),...,,...,,,...,,,...,,( '

211 titti KKKrrUUkhAuth =  

holds. iU accepts ik as the correct group key. 

 
Fig. 2. Attack against Hsu et al.’s Group Key Transfer Protocol [5] 

B. Attack against Harn and Lin’s protocol 

Fig.3 describes Harn and Lin’s protocol in detail [1]. The 

construction is based on Shamir’s scheme: the KGC selects 

a fresh group key k  and builds a t -degree polynomial 

)(xf  such that kf =)0(  and ),( iii ryx ⊕ are 

on )(xf , where 
**),( nnii ZZyx ×∈  is the long-lived key 

iU  shares with the KGC and ir  is a random value. 

Since polynomial reconstruction requires at leat 

1+t points, an eavesdropper cannot directly find 

kf =)0(  from the public tPP ,...,1 . On the other hand, a 

qualified user can succesfully interpolate by using his 

additional knowledge ),( iii ryx ⊕ . 

 
 

Initialization. KGC selects 2 large safe primes p  and 

q (i.e. 
2

1
'

−
=

p
p , 

2

1
'

−
=

q
q is also primes) and 

computes pqn = . 

 

Users Registration. Each user miU i ,...,1, =  shares a 

long-lived secret password 
**),( nnii ZZyx ×∈  with the 

KGC; 

 

Round 1. User 1U : 

1.1. sends a key generation request: 

),...,(: 11 tUUKGCU →  

 

Round 2. KGC: 

2.1. broadcasts the list of participants as a response: 

),...,(: 1

*

tUUKGC →  

 

Round 3. Each user tiU i ,...,1, = : 

3.1. chooses 
*

n

R

i Zr ← ; 

3.2. computes ),,( iiii ryxhAuth = ; 

3.3. sends: 

),(: iii AuthrKGCU →  

 

Round 4. KGC: 

4.1. checks if ),,( iiii ryxhAuth = , ti ,...,1= ;  

If at least one equality does not hold, he quits; 

4.2. selects a group key 
*

n

R
Zk ← ; 

4.3. generates the polynomial )(xf of degree t that passes 

through ),0( k and ),( iii ryx ⊕ , ti ,..,1= ; 

4.4. computes t  additional points tPP ,...,1 on )(xf and 

the authentification messages 

),...,,,...,,,...,,( 111 ttt PPrrUUkhAuth = , ti ,...,1= ; 

4.5. broadcasts: 

),,...,(: 1

*
AuthPPKGC t→  

 

Key Computation. Each user tiU i ,...,1, = : 

5.1. computes the group key )0(fk = by interpolating 

the points tPP ,...,1  and ),( iii ryx ⊕ ; 

5.2. checks if  

),...,,,...,,,...,,( 111 ttt PPrrUUkhAuth =  

If the equality does not hold, he quits. 

 

 

Fig. 3.  Harn and Lin’s Group Key Transfer Protocol [1] 

 

Harn and Lin’s protocol was already shown susceptible to 

attacks that allow an adversary to disclose the session key 

[3,9].  

We now describe a new attack that allows any qualified 

user to be excluded from the protocol without learning the 

group key or even knowing the protocol takes place. We 

emphasize that no participant (including the initiator and 

the KGC) can discover the attack during the protocol 



 

 

execution because the attacker impersonates the victim by 

replaying in its behalf using a message from a previous 

session (i.e. the adversary performs a replay attack). An 

immediat attack where an adversary just prevents 

communication between the initiator or KGC with the 

victim is not enough: if the KGC does not receive a 

response from all users, he aborts and hence the protocol 

fails and the parties might request re-execution.  

Fig.4 describes the attack in detail. Similar to the attack 

againt Hsu et al.’s protocol, the adversary’s identity 

remains hidden. 
 

Step 1. aU  intercepts the broadcast message sent in Round 

2 of the protocol and prevents it from reaching iU : 

),...,(: 1

*

tUUKGC →  

Step 2. aU  impersonates iU  and replies on his behalf in 

Round 3 of the protocol using a replay message aU  had 

eavesdropped in a previous session: 

),(:)( iiia AuthrKGCUU →  

Step 3.  KGC checks that ),,( iiii ryxhAuth =  holds 

and therefore continues the execution of the protocol.  

Step 4. aU  intercepts the broadcast message sent in Round 

4 of the protocol and prevents it from reaching iU : 

),,...,(: 1

*
AuthPPKGC t→  

The adversary successfully prevents iU  to compute the 

group key, while all parties remain unaware of the attack. 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Attack against the Harn and Lin’s Group Key Transfer Protocol 

 

The attack assumes that the victim had previously 

participate to another protocol session, a natural 

assumption in practice. Also, note that iAuth  is 

independent of the set of participants to the session, which 

means that the adversary can replicate any message 

originating from iU  in a previous session, no matter the 

group componency, as long as the long-lived key is 

unchanged. 

C. Attack against Yuan et al.’s protocol 

Fig.5 describes Yuan et al.’s protocol  [8]. The construction 

is very similar to Harn and Lin’s, except a few differences.  

A first difference is that in Yuan et al.’s proposal the long-

lived key consists in a password iyixi pwpwpw ||= , not 

a random pair 
**),( nnii ZZyx ×∈ .   

A second difference is that in Yuan et al.’s protocol the 

values iM   used to authenticate the random numbers  

ik depend on the group members of the current session, 

while in Harn and Lin’s protocol iAuth  is independent 

of the current session group. 

 

 

 

Initialization. KGC selects 2 large primes p  and q  and 

computes pqn = . 

 

Users Registration. Each user miU i ,...,1, =  shares a 

long-lived secret password iyixi pwpwpw ||=  with the 

KGC; 

 

Round 1. User 1U : 

1.1. chooses n

R
Zk ←1 ; 

1.2. computes 111 kpwK x +=  and  

),,...,( 1111 kUUhM t= , 

1.3. sends a key generation request: 

),},,...,{,(: 11111 MKUUUKGCU t→  

 
Round 2. KGC: 

2.1.  computes xpwKk 111 −= ; 

2.2. checks if ),,...,( 1111 kUUhM t= ;  

If the equality does not hold, he quits. 

2.3. broadcasts the list of participants as response: 

),...,(: 1

*

tUUKGC →  

 

Round 3. Each user tiU i ,...,2, = : 

3.1. chooses n

R

i Zk ←  

3.2. computes iixi kpwK +=  and  

),,...,( 11 iti kUUhM = , 

3.3. sends: 

),},,...,{,(: 1 iitii MKUUUKGCU →  

 

Round 4. KGC: 

4.1. computes ixii pwKk −= ; 

4.2. checks if ),,...,( 11 iti kUUhM = , ti ,...,2= ;  

If at least one equality does not hold, he quits; 

4.3. selects 2 random numbers tax and tay  of length equal 

to ixpw and iypw ; 

4.4. generates the polynomial )(xf of degree t  that 

passes through ),( tata yx  and ),( iiyix kpwpw + , 

ti ,..,1= ; 

4.5. computes t  additional points tPP ,...,1 on )(xf and 



 

 

the verification messages  

),,...,,,...,( 112 itti kPPUUhV = , ti ,...,1= ; 

4.6. sends: 

),,...,(: 1 iti VPPUKGC →  

 

Key Computation. Each user tiU i ,...,1, = : 

5.1. checks if ),,...,,,...,( 112 itti kPPUUhV = ;  

If at least one equality does not hold, he quits; 

5.2. computes the group key )0(fk = by interpolating 

the points tPP ,...,1  and ),( iiyix kpwpw + . 

 

 

Fig. 5. Yuan et al.’s Group Key Transfer Protocol [8] 

Yuan et al.’s protocol was already shown susceptible to 

attacks that break key confidentiality [4,6].  

We now show it is vulnerable to another attack, similar to 

the one we have exposed against Harn and Lin’s protocol. 

The only difference is that the attack now succeeds if the 

adversary had previously eavesdropped on a protocol 

session within the same group: ),,...,( 11 iti kUUhM = , 

thus depends on },...,{ 1 tUU ; this means that if the 

adeversary replys with a replayed message from a session 

within a distinct group, the verification will not hold and 

the KGC detects the attack.  Fig.6 describes the attack.  
 

Step 1. aU  intercepts the broadcast message sent in Round 

2 of the protocol and prevents it from reaching iU : 

),...,(: 1

*

tUUKGC →  

Step 2. aU  impersonates iU  and replies on his behalf in 

Round 3 of the protocol using a replay message aU  had 

eavesdropped in a previous session run for the same group 

of users },...,{ 1 tUU : 

),},,...,{,(:)( 1 iitiia MKUUUKGCUU →  

Step 3.  KGC checks that ),,...,( 11 iti kUUhM =  holds 

and therefore continues the execution of the protocol.  

Step 4. 
aU  intercepts the broadcast message sent to iU  in 

Round 4 of the protocol and prevents it from reaching its 

destination: 

),,...,(: 1 iti VPPUKGC →  

The adversary successfully prevents iU  to compute the 

group key, while all parties remain unaware of the attack. 

 

 
Fig. 6.  Attack against the Yuan et al.’s Group Key Transfer Protocol  

 

A simple method can be used to eliminate the presented 

attacks – an additional Key Confirmation phase that 

certifies all authorized members actually own the correct 

key. For completeness only, we review in Fig.7 the Key 

Confirmation phase for Hsu et al.’s protocol from [5]. 

 

 

Key Confirmation. Each user tiU i ,...,1, = : 

5.1. computes: 

)),...,,,...,,,...,,(( 211 tttUi KKrrUUkhSigV
i

=  

5.2. broadcasts: 

ii VU :*
→  

5.3. checks that 

)),...,,,...,,,...,,(,( 211 tttiUj KKrrUUkhVVerV
j

=  

holds for all ijtj ≠= ,,...,1 ; 

If at least one equality does not hold, he quits. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Key Confirmation Phase for Hsu et al.’s protocol [5] 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The paper analyses three recent GKT protocols and 

considers some vulnerabilities that inhibit users to compute 

the correct key or any key at all. The attacks remain hidden 

throughout the execution of the protocol and can possible 

be detected only subsequently, when the group key is 

required to access resources or services. 
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